Productivity Software Solutions
Case Study

Phoenix Litho Boosts Productivity
and Profits with Metrix
Phoenix Lithographing Corporation is a leading
commercial printer in the Philadelphia area, with
a history going back to 1964 when its predecessor
company was founded.
As the company grew, it partnered with several affiliate
companies to form The Phoenix Group in 2002.
Today, Phoenix occupies a 154,000 square foot facility
and offers an impressive array of services, including
creative design, direct marketing, web, sheetfed,
and digital printing, die-cutting, binding, mailing,
fulfillment, packaging and package design, wideformat printing, and e-commerce development and
hosting.
Phoenix serves a broad and varied client base, and is
particularly proud of its work for the fashion, fine art,
and cultural markets.
By 2010, Phoenix had become so successful that
keeping up with the orders proved to be very
challenging. Metrix changed all that.

Challenge
Robert Weir, Systems Manager, saw the order volume
at Phoenix rising exponentially and began looking for
ways to streamline and automate the workﬂow. “We
were having difficulty keeping up with the increasing
volume of work. Our planning method was pencil-andpaper, and we were using Dynastrip for imposition. It
was slow, error-prone, and we often had to go back to
square one for the correction cycle.”

Challenge:
By 2010, Phoenix Litho had become
so successful that keeping up with the
sheer volume of orders was challenging.
Streamlining their planning and imposition
capabilities was essential.

Solution
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As Weir intensified his search for a way to boost productivity, he
came across Metrix at a GraphExpo show. “I always keep an eye out
for innovation, and I often find it at the stands of the smaller vendors,”
he said. “Metrix caught my eye and I was amazed at how fast it came
up with solutions to problems we face every day.” Weir thought
Metrix could very well be the answer to their planning and imposition
bottleneck, so he began investigating the best way to integrate Metrix
into his workﬂow.
Subsequently, Weir learned that his Rampage system could accept
JDF files, and knew that Metrix could export JDF. He thought this
would be an excellent opportunity to streamline the entire prepress
workﬂow. Then, Weir’s Fujifilm Rep informed him that Metrix could
accept CSV spreadsheet data, allowing the CSRs to take in hundreds
of products at once and plan them automatically. Says Weir, “I knew
then that I had what I was looking for – the opportunity to automate
both the back-end and the front-end at the same time, and a product
that could link together the planning and prepress departments.”

Results
Fujifilm USA installed Metrix at Phoenix Litho in June of 2010. “The
roll-out was very smooth, and I couldn’t believe how quickly the
operators were producing work,” says Robert Weir. He noted that
Metrix “is very sophisticated yet very simple to use,” and had high
praise for the Fujifilm training team, who provided the operators with
the technical knowledge to make them successful with the product
in a very short time.
Within weeks, the CSRs at Phoenix Litho were saving tremendous
amounts of time on their most labor intensive projects – large
gang runs. “Metrix saves about 8 hours of figuring out the gangs
and writing all of the different lots onto the imposition,” said Rich
Marion, CSR. Marion added, “It now takes about an hour to format the
spreadsheet and import the CSV into Metrix, and all the layouts are
done.” That’s a labor savings of over 85%!
According to Marion, Metrix saves roughly 30-45 minutes on the
average multiple-lot job. However, the savings multiply when the
correction cycle is figured in. Says Marion, “It used to take us at least
a half hour to manually change a single gang run layout. Now, it’s a
matter of a minute or two to tweak or change one.”

Results:
“Some clients send in spreadsheet files, and we import
them right into Metrix – hundreds of different versions
with hundreds of different quantities. We massage it
slightly, but the work is basically all done. Metrix saves
literally days.”
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Robert Weir continues to be “amazed” at the amount of automation
he gets out of Metrix. “The ability to drop a press-ready JDF into the
Rampage hot folder combines planning and imposition into a single
step. The Prepress operators are able to focus on prepress tasks
rather than concern themselves with imposition, which has moved
upstream to the CSRs.”
Phoenix Litho continues to find ways to leverage the power of Metrix.
Estimators use Metrix to calculate the best way to produce complex
jobs and win bids. Weir also notes that “The CSRs have been known
to enjoy beating estimates with Metrix.”
Metrix streamlines and automates all types of work, including
repetitive work, since each project contributes to a database of
Layout Standards that define the most efficient and economical
project plan and imposition. CSR Jen Clarke explained: “The real value
of Metrix for me is that the majority of the layouts are all Standards
now, so I know they are correct and will run correctly on our presses.”
She added, “As far as my repeat work, 36-, 40-, 64-page books,
Metrix has made a huge difference in planning. These jobs are more
complex and the layouts have been approved by Manufacturing, so
I know the jobs will run well throughout the shop. These jobs repeat
every quarter and now take A LOT less time to plan.”

Results:
“Metrix saves about 8 hours
of figuring out the gangs and
writing all of the different
lots onto the imposition. It
now takes about an hour to
format the spreadsheet and
import the CSV into Metrix,
and all the layouts are done.”
That’s a labor savings of over
85%!”
RICH MARION
CSR
PHOENIX LITHO

Robert Weir expects to reap further savings once he’s finished
adding JDF functionality to his Polar cutters. He said, “Sending Metrix
JDF to the cutters will save a lot of setup time and reduce errors
considerably.”
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EFI fuels success.
From Fiery to superwide inkjet, from the lowest cost per label to the most
automated business processes, EFI has everything your company needs to
succeed. Visit www.efi.com or call 800-875-7117 for more information.
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